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Narcotic Diversion is the number 1 cause of 
emergency suspension… 

▪  8 current emergency suspensions 

▪  20 current disciplinary actions related to controlled substances 

▪  The number 1 reason a medic losses their cert… 



But our drugs are secure… and we check them 

▪  How many medics missed this 

▪  Caps were intact 

▪  Caps spun as they should 

▪  Needle hole in the middle of 
the lid looked like the injection 
mold “nipple” 



How we found out… 

▪  A Fentanyl lid stuck when 
spinning it during drug turnover 

▪  Lid popped off 

▪  Needle hole became visible in 
the rubber stopper 

▪  Further exam of other bottles 
showed no “nipple” in the middle 
of the lid 

▪  Crew realized there was 
tampering 

1 Employee No Show for Test 

No Call No Show to next shift 

Mandatory Recall For Drug Screen 

Every Crew Member That worked that 
station 

Drug Tampering Noticed by Medic 

Supervisor Notified Chief Contacted 



Anatomy of a drug 
diversion 
HOW A GOOD MEDIC LOSES CONTROL…AND A CAREER 



Have you seen this before? 

Critical Incident 

▪  Structure fire 

▪  Flash fire from gasoline 

▪  100% BSA 2nd and 3rd Degree burns 

▪  Patient awake and oriented and 
screaming in pain 

▪  Excellent clinical care provided by 
EMS and HEMS 

▪  Pt died in less than 24 hours 

Back Injury 

▪  Military service related back injury 

▪  EE chooses surgery 

▪  EE probably returns to work earlier 
than appropriate 

▪  EE ends “normal” narcotic regimen 

▪  EE PCP writes opiate script for “days 
after shift to aid in sleeping” 

▪  Ultimately PCP cuts off the opiates 
cold turkey 



A Perfect Storm 

▪  CISD performed 24 hours after the call 

▪  EE followed up with EAP, sought additional counseling, cleared for 
full duty by psychiatrist 

▪  1 year later had the surgery 

▪  Approx 4 months post op popped positive on drug screen 
▪  PCP had written Rx 
▪  PCP given copy of fitness for duty policy and responded in writing EE 

was able to meet the requirements 

▪  Approx 2 months later PCP stops opiate scripts 

▪  A week later tampered vials found 



Career ending response 

▪  EE contacted with every other crew member that worked that 
station 

▪  Acknowledged mandatory drug screen said he was on his way 

▪  Did not show up in the mandatory 4 hour response 

▪  Next morning was a no call no show for his shift 

▪  Ex-wife called his shift captain saying she is concerned he may be 
suicidal 

▪  Local PD contacted, found EE unresponsive from a drug overdose 
and self inflicted wrist lacerations 



revoked for violating EMS Rules 25 TAC §§157.36(b)(2), 
157.36(b)(4), 157.36(b)(7), 157.36(b)(14), 157.36(b)(19), 
157.36(b)(28), 157.36(b)(29), and 157.36(b)(30) related to 
tampering with, misappropriating and self-administering 
Fentanyl 



If you think your 
agency doesn’t have 
a drug problem 
You are probably going to be the last to 
know… 


